ADDENDUM NO. 02

PROJECT: South Ridge Community Park – Enhancement Plan 2019
1450 Freeman Road
Hoffman Estates, IL
W-T Project #1911354C

TO: All Plan Holders

This addendum shall be included in and become part of the Contract Documents. The above named Project Specifications and Drawings previously issued are hereby modified as follows:

General Clarifications

1. The aggregate base course underneath the synthetic turf areas shall consist of 6” minimum of Vulcan 210 stone. Details on Sheets C-4.6 and C-4.7 have been revised accordingly.

Plans

General: Revisions have been clouded and labeled as ADD#2 on the following plan sheets:

1. Sheet C-4.6 – Site Development Details
   a. Detail – UNDERDRAIN BELOW SYNTHETIC TURF PLAYGROUND AND FITNESS AREA: Aggregate base changed to 6” min of Vulcan 210 stone.

   b. Detail – PLAYGROUND CLEAN OUT (WITHIN PLAYGROUND): Gravel backfill changed to Vulcan 210 stone.

2. Sheet C-4.7 – Site Development Details
   a. Detail – SYNTHETIC TURF ADJACENT TO PLAYGROUND CURB: Aggregate base changed to 6” min. of Vulcan 210 stone. Aggregate thickness underneath playground curb shall be 4” minimum CA-6 granular base.

   b. Detail – SYNTHETIC TURF ADJACENT TO MONOLITHIC PLAYGROUND SIDEWALK: Aggregate base changed to 6” min. of Vulcan 210 stone.
c. Detail – PLAYGROUND TRANSITION CURB: Aggregate base changed to 6” min. of Vulcan 210 stone. Aggregate thickness underneath transition curb shall be 4” minimum CA-6 granular base.

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 2

Respectfully Submitted,

The W-T Group, LLC

Todd Abrams, P.E., CFM
Principal in Charge, Civil Engineering Department
(224) 293-6391
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SITE DEVELOPMENT
DETAILS

C-4.6

12 FT X 5" 6 GAUGE QUICK FINISH POST WITH 4 X 2" 1/2 GAUGE BASE

SIGN POSTING DETAIL

12 FT X 5" 6 GAUGE QUICK FINISH POST WITH 4 X 2" 1/2 GAUGE BASE

PLAYGROUND CURB

UNDERGROUND BLOW SYNTHETIC TURF PLAYGROUND AND FITNESS AREA

DETALAN - SPANNING WALL

DETALAN - VOLLEYBALL POST FOOTING

DETALAN - ASPHALT TRAP

DETALAN - ASPHALT TRAP SECTION

DETALAN - ENGINEERED WOOD TRAP SECTION

DETALAN - SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT SECTION

DETALAN - MONOLITHIC PLAYGROUND CURB AND 8" CONCRETE SIDEWALK

DETALAN - CONCRETE SIDEWALK

DETALAN - MONOLITHIC PLAYGROUND CURB AND 8" CONCRETE SIDEWALK

REVERSE GUTTER PITCH

DETALAN - PLAYGROUND CLEAN OUT (WITHIN PLAYGROUND)

DETALAN - C-4.6 R